EMPOWERING
MILLIONS OF WOMEN
ACROSS INDIA.
BEGINS WITH ME.

RESEARCH PROJECT 2017

START A SOCIAL REVOLUTION
WIN A CHANCE TO WORK WITH US

INTRODUCTION

“INNOVATION IS IN OUR DNA.”
- MidasCare Leadership Team
Established in 1986 by Dr Brij Bandhu Gupta, MidasCare began with an innovation. And today, continues
to grow from strength to strength built by innovative ideas and youthful leaders.
We at MidasCare, have always created and led categories with revolutionary products that work to make
life easier and better every single day. From formulation to manufacturing, packaging and marketing, we
do it all!
Relispray is the No. 1 natural pain relief spray in Mumbai. Relispray Nitron is the first healing spray with
10 degree Celsius IcePac Action. Clean and Dry is India’s No.1 expert intimate care range. Spraymintt is
India’s No.1 mouth freshener spray. We also offer brands and formulations across Healthcare Products,
Metered Dose Inhalers (MDIs), Personal Care, Home Care and Auto Care.
We proudly Make in India for millions across the world. And the pace is only just picking up. We are now
widening our team of innovators to each and everyone of you.
This is your opportunity to innovate, ideate, create. Together with one of India’s youngest teams of R&D
experts, manufacturing and marketing professionals.
The social revolution begins here. And you are invited to lead!

CORPORATE

Innovation in Care
MidasCare is one of India's most dynamic, youthful and fast growing pharmaceutical
companies. Every day we work harder, faster and smarter to ensure that our R&D,
manufacturing services and our products across healthcare, personal care, home
care and auto care help create a better life and increased value.

Innovation in Technology
We are the only company in the world who can start from a coin-shaped slug of
99.97% pure aluminium, convert it into an aerosol can, fill it with formulation created
and manufactured within the company and deliver it to the market to consumers, all
in just one day. Beat that!

Innovation in Products
Our Metered Dose Inhaler manufacturing capacity is No.2 in India with one of the
world's largest range of in-house developed Metered Dose Inhaler formulations. We
work with the largest and best Pharmaceutical and FMCG companies in the world.
Our expert team helps our clients bring their products to the market faster by
understanding their consumer’s needs, researching, developing their products, and
testing them.

cont...

CORPORATE

Innovation in Quality
We are among the world’s largest in contract manufacturing. We are also the only
WHO approved manufacturing facility for aerosols in India and also have the
prestigious USFDA approval amongst many others.

Innovation for the Environment
MidasCare is and will always be committed to the environment and the world at
large. We are one of the first companies to stop using CFCs and completely
reformulate all products to non-CFC formulations to help protect the environment.
We have won several awards including the UN DP. MidasCare is a proud
winner of the prestigious ICICI - CNBC TV18 Emerging India Award 2013 for
the 'Most Socially Responsible SME' for the MidasCare SwarnPrabha initiative.
Mrs. Sangithaa Gupta, Managing Director, MidasCare, also bagged the award
for 'Woman Entrepreneur of the Year, 2013'.

CLEAN

AND

DRY

Let’s Talk

– A vision to break inhibitions around intimate hygiene and
overcome years of ignorance.
Our aim is to urge every woman to voice out problems related to
the intimate area and to consider herself her No.1 priority. We have started the
revolution by taking the first step. Now we invite you to help us take it forward.
Let’s talk about intimate hygiene.

8 10

out of
women
suffer from vaginal infections

10% women visit a gynecologist of
which 20% suffer from vaginitis

20%
10%

cont...

CLEAN

AND

DRY

Enough suffering! Now is the time to empower!
MidasCare led by an all women team of Mrs. Sangithaa Gupta, MD and Ms Shivangi Gupta, Director put
together vast resources across R&D, formulation and manufacturing. After years of research, the R&D team
achieved a scientific breakthrough - Clean and Dry, India’s no.1 intimate expert range was launched.
In just 6 years, the brand won the trust of over 6.5 million women and created a category that now has
over 7 international and national brands competing.

Women are now empowered with knowledge.
CLEAN AND DRY brought feminine hygiene out of the dark ages and onto the front shelves of chemists
across India and this is no simple achievement. In less than 6 years, today, CLEAN AND DRY EXPERT
INTIMATE HYGIENE RANGE is on shows like BIG BOSS and across every popular TV show and channel,
a transformation that we are truly proud of!

Truly, when a brand is created
with HEART, it has the power to
win a million hearts.

CLEAN

AND

DRY CREAM

MAKING PERSONAL HEALTH THE NO.1 PRIORITY!
The NO.1 OTC awareness led cream for women, Clean and Dry Intimate Cream is the first and till date
only product in its category to launch with mass media communication.
What does it do?
It cures vaginitis, soothes itching, rashes, burning, ordour, white discharge and other symptoms of vaginitis
and any other fungal infection.
What does it contain?
It is gentle and packed with the amazing healing powers of clotrimazol, which when applied to the
affected area instantly starts the healing process.
Why is it important?
Intimate infections and their symptoms like itching, rashes, burning, white discharge should not be ignored
or treated with harsh soap. This could lead to several issues and may in some extreme cases could cause
infertility or cervical cancer.
How do you use it?
To use the topical Clean and Dry Intimate Cream thoroughly clean the infected area with water.
Allow it to dry, and then gently rub the medication in until most of it disappears. Use just enough
medication to cover the affected area. Wash your hands after applying the medication.
When to use?
Once a day at bedtime for 3 or 7 days for vaginal infections. Follow the directions on
the pack or your doctor’s prescription label carefully, and ask your doctor or
pharmacist to explain any part you do not understand.

CLEAN

AND

DRY POWDER

Clean and Dry Intimate Dusting Powder is an intimate care product from the Clean and Dry range.
What does it do?
It soothes and heal wetness, itching, rashes, burning, ordour, white discharge and other symptoms of
vaginitis. It keeps the area, clean, dry, hygenic and protected. You feel fresh and odour free all day.
What does it contain?
It is gentle and safe and contains clotrimazol, which when applied to the affected area instantly starts the
healing process.
Why is it important?
Clean and Dry Intimate Dusting Powder is useful in excess perspiration in the intimate area, it soothes
irritated skin and protects against chafing and rash caused due to tight synthetic clothes, under garments
or sanitary pads. It helps fight fungal infections, prevents its recurrence and provides soothing dry
maintenance therapy for tineapedis, teniacruris, diaper rash and other fungal infections of the skin.
Recommended wherever excess moisture aggravates heat or friction rashes.

Extra absorbtion
Contains healing clotrimazole
Heals fungal infections
Begins healing from 1st use
When do you use it?
Daily after a bath.

C&D Powder
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Regular Talc
No
No
No
No

CLEAN

AND

DRY

WASH

Clean and Dry Daily Intimate Wash is a safe, gentle and protective product from
India’s No.1 expert intimate care range Clean and Dry.
What does it do?
Its gentle cleansing soothes the vaginal area and keeps it safe from infections and its symptoms like rashes,
burning, ordour, white discharge and other symptoms of vaginitis. While its perfect pH helps maintain the
pH balance of your skin in the intimate area. It also removes unnecessary dark pigments that have settled
on the intimate skin and brightens it for a fresh, healthy look
When do you use it?
While having a bath all you need to do is avoid ordinary soap to wash the intimate area, just switch to
Clean and Dry Daily Intimate Wash. It just takes 2 minutes but provides you with all day intimate comfort
and protection.
Perfect pH Balance for the intimate area
Protects against infections
Safe for intimate skin
Feel the difference from 1st use
Does not cause excessive dryness

C&D Wash
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Ordinary Soap
No
No
No
No
No

What does it contain?
Clean and Dry intimate wash contains essential goodness like aloe vera and other
safe and gentle ingredients that clean and refresh. Like Aloe Vera that prevents itching
and irritation. Mint Oil for relief from rashes and burning. Menthol for better protection
and freshness. Vitamin B3 to eliminate dark pigmentation and Glycerine for gentle
care. Its perfect pH Balance is gentle on ultra sensitive skin.
When to use it?
During a bath, after using an unhygienic toilet seat, before getting intimate
with your partner or whenever you wish to feel healthy clean.

CLEAN

AND

DRY

FOAM

WASH

This amazing World First product is the newest launch of CLEAN AND DRY. Created completely using the
finest R&D, technology and manufacturing facilities, C&D FOAM WASH is truly one of a kind. It offers the
best of natural healing ingredients and plant extracts to soothe, protect and cleanse in a smooth, soft,
foamy texture. Once you experience C&D FOAM you will never want to try any other intimate care
product. That’s a challenge!
What does it do?
It caresses the vaginal area gently cleansing it with its goodness, soothes it and keeps it safe from
infections and its symptoms like rashes, burning, ordour, white discharge and other symptoms of vaginitis.
What does it contain?
Clean and Dry Foam Wash has a cloud like texture for ultra gentle cleansing. It is packed
with a lot of new age healing goodness. Like Aloe Vera that prevents itching and irritation.
Mint Oil for relief from rashes and burning. Menthol for better protection and freshness.
Vitamin B3 to eliminate dark pigmentation and Glycerine for gentle care. Lactic acid for
protection. And Wheatgerm that helps cleanse and brighten. Its perfect pH Balance is
gentle on ultra sensitive skin.
When do you use it?
During a bath, after using an unhygienic toilet seat, before getting intimate with your
partner, to shave the intimate area or whenever you wish to feel extra special and
pampered down there.

ABOUT

YOU

GET TO KNOW US
We would like you to spend a few minutes reviewing our communication:
Cream: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EsKAR3pG7Yc
Powder: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7FEk317Om-k
Foam Wash: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QocvXyO7KqQ

Thank you for your time and effort.
Your honesty is greatly appreciated!

ABOUT

YOU

I

WILL
LEAD

I WILL
EMPOWER MILLIONS
OF WOMEN
I WILL
WIN THE RESEARCH
PROJECT

BRIEF

PROJECT / CHALLENGE

THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY TO GO FROM COLLEGE STUDENT TO
PRODUCT INNOVATOR TO A CAREER WITH THE LEADERSHIP TEAM OF ONE OF
INDIA’S LEADING PHARMACEUTICAL AND HEALTHCARE COMPANIES
THE QUESTION THAT COULD CHANGE YOUR FUTURE FOREVER
AND POSITIVELY TRANSFORM AND IMPACT THE LIVES OF MILLIONS OF WOMEN
ACROSS INDIA AND THE WORLD IS…

CAN YOU IDEATE / CREATE / PLAN AN EXTENSIVE
PRODUCT RESEARCH
SCOPE:

IDENTIFY THE SPECIFIC INTIMATE NEED THAT WOMEN HAVE WITH THE HELP OF A SURVEY.
QUESTIONNAIRE WOULD BE PROVIDED BY MIDASCARE. TO FILL THE QUESTIONNAIRE ONLINE,

CLICK HERE
YOU COULD ALSO CREATE YOUR OWN RESEARCH QUESTIONNAIRE. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS
MENTIONED IN THE ANNEXURE BEFORE YOU CONDUCT YOUR RESEARCH.
ANALYSE THE FINDINGS FROM YOUR RESEARCH
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND YOUR PROPOSED SOLUTION
SHARE PRESENTATION ON cleananddryproject@midas-care.com

ABOUT

YOU

THE NEXT REVOLUTION IN FEMININE CARE .
S TA R T S W I T H YO U.
This easy to answer questionnaire is part of a nationwide opinion project among female youth. We are in
the process of creating revolutionary health and pro-life products for women by women of women, not just
in India but worldwide. We know your honest answers and lifestyle insights will guide us to achieve these
goals. For CLEAN AND DRY, you will always be our No.1 priority.
ABOUT

YOU

Name

Age

College / Class

SSC

Occupation:

Housewife

Email address:
Mobile no.:

HSC

Graduate
Working

Post-Graduate
Student

Sex
Doctorate
Business

ABOUT

YOU

I A M TA K I N G T H E F I R S T S T E P
TO A B E T T E R TO M O R R O W
How did you learn about puberty?
О Mother
О
Sister or other family member
О Friend
О
Internet
О Magazine О
Doctor
From whom, or where, would you prefer to receive
more information on this topic? 1 is the most
preferred answer whom you would like to talk to
Mother

1

2

3

4

5

Sister or other
family member

1

2

3

4

5

Friend

1

2

3

4

5

Google

1

2

3

4

5

Did you ever attend school classes on puberty, on
sexual and reproductive systems?
О Yes
О No
Are you aware about any infections that females face
in their intimate area?
О Yes
О No

Which of these do you think are symptoms/signs of
an infection in intimate area?
О
О

Itching
Irritation

О
О

Burning
Excessive wetness

О
О
О

Bad odour О
Rashes
Dryness
О
Other
Pain during urination

Have you ever faced any of these problems?
О Yes
О No
Did you discuss it with anyone?
О Yes
О No
What do you think are the causes of these problems?

ABOUT

YOU

I A M TA K I N G T H E F I R S T S T E P
TO A B E T T E R TO M O R R O W
What would you recommend to a friend if she is
facing any of the symptoms/ signs of an infection in
the intimate area:
О Read magazine
О
Visit a gynecologist
О Search online
О
Pharmacist
О Talk to mother
О
Talk to a friend
О Talk to sister or other family members
О Talk to teachers at school/college
О Others

Rate the experience in terms of comfort and result
while talking about Intimate care to a gynecologist.
1 being the highest and 5 being the lowest

Have you ever visited a gynecologist or doctor
regarding gynecological problem?
О Yes
О No

Which gynac did you visit? Share details

What was the reason to visit a gynac?
О Pregnancy
О Symptoms of infection
(itching, rashes, burning, dryness etc)
О Menstrual Problem
О Routine Checkup
О Others

О
О

Uncomfortable as I could not ask questions
Mildly comfortable but did not get questions
answered completely and was not satisfied with
doctor’s answer

О
О

Very much comfortable
Other

Which brands do you know in intimate care range?

ABOUT

YOU

I A M TA K I N G T H E F I R S T S T E P
TO A B E T T E R TO M O R R O W
Are you using any product for intimate care?
О Yes
О No
How often would you use these products?
О Daily
О
Couple of times a week
О Only when there is an infection
О When instructed by doctor
О Never
О
Other
What product do you use to take care of your
vaginal area?
О Soap
О
Gel
О Powder
О
Intimate wash
О Foam wash О
Intimate foam wash
О Other
Any other intimate problem that you are looking for
a solution on?

Which sanitary pad do you use?
О
О
О

Stayfree
Sofy
Other

О
О

Whisper
Carefree

Are you satisfied with the sanitary pads you are
using?
О Yes
О No
What are the problems
О Bad odour О
О Discomfort О
О None
О

faced by you during periods?
Itching/Rashes
Wetness
Other

Rank the following parameters as per its importance
to you. 1: most important and 5: least important
Absorbent power
1
2
3
4
5
Thinner
1
2
3
4
5
Soft material
1
2
3
4
5
Fragrance
1
2
3
4
5
Size
1
2
3
4
5

ABOUT

YOU

I A M TA K I N G T H E F I R S T S T E P
TO A B E T T E R TO M O R R O W
Which ones did you know about below mentioned
alternatives for sanitary pads?
О Tampons
О Menstrual cups
О Cotton pads
What attributes are important to you in daily
intimate wash?
О pH balance
О Fragrance
О Price
О Ingredients
О Other
Any other remarks / recommendations

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Project needs to be submitted in the format given below:
1. OBJECTIVE
2. SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
3. DATA ANALYSIS
4. RESULTS

WINNERS WILL BE DECLARED IN
45 DAYS FROM THE DATE OF SUBMISSION.
INTERNAL TEAM OF 4 WILL DECIDE THE WINNER.

Winner/s will get a chance to work with
Midascare Pharmaceuticals as brand promoters.

SMART AND INFORMED
BRAVE AND FORTRIGHT
SURE AND POSITIVE
STRONG AND CONFIDENT
FRESH AND NATURAL
PURE AND DETERMINTED
NO.1 TODAY AND TOMORROW

ANNEXURE
Things you need to keep in mind when you are conducting your interview guide.
• Make sure you introduce yourself and explain the aim of the interview. Also make sure the interviewee
is fully aware of the purpose of the research which is to understand individual level of awareness on
intimate hygiene and its related products.
• Ask the interviewee for her First name only. Make sure that you inform the interviewee that her name
and other personal details would be kept confidential.
• Also convey that information provided by the interviewees is free to be used by MidasCare and has
been shared by the interviewee voluntarily.
• Devise your questions so they help to answer your research question, and make sure all the questions
are relevant. 'Why did you...?' or 'Can you tell me about...?' Through these questions you introduce
the topic.
• Try and have a sequence to your questions or topics by grouping them in themes that follow a logical
sequence.
• That said, make sure that you can easily move back and forth between questions or topic areas, as
your interviewee may naturally move on to another subject.
• Make sure your questions are clear and easy to understand.
• Do not ask leading questions. Make sure interviewees are free to give their own, honest answers.

MIDASCARE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.,
Lotus Corporate Park, 302, "B" WING, 3 Floor, CTS NO. 185/A, Graham Firth Compound,
Western Express Highway, Goregaon (E), Mumbai - 400063,
Tel.: 022 - 42193900 / 01. Email.: cleananddryproject@midas-care.com
/cleananddry.in

/CleanAndDryOfficial

/Clean&DryOfficial

